Summer Reading? English Fest 2016!

1. El Deafo by Cece Bell
Cece Bell grew up hearing impaired. Here’s her story in a graphic way.

2. The Lions of Little Rock by Kristin Levin
When Marlee’s friend Liz stops going to school, rumors fly. Is it dangerous to keep their friendship?

3. Zane and the Hurricane by Rodman Philbrik
Zane and his dog become trapped in New Orleans during the horrors of Hurricane Katrina. Find out what it was like after the storm.

4. The Gardener by Sarah Stewart
Lydia Grace brings a suitcase full of seed and not much more when she’s forced to lived with a baker, her crabby uncle. See what blooms.

5. Counting by 7s by Holly Sloan
Willow must figure out how to connect with other people and find a surrogate family after her parents are killed in a car accident. There are more than 7 reasons to read this one.

6. A Monster Calls by Patrick Ness
Conor is having reoccurring nightmares but this one was even more terrifying. There’s only one way to end this monster nightmare: face the truth.